We present the results from a pilot study with the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (JVLA) to determine the radio morphologies of extended radio sources and the properties of their host-galaxies in 10 massive galaxy clusters at z ∼ 1, an epoch in which clusters are assembling rapidly. These clusters are drawn from a parent sample of WISE -selected galaxy clusters that were cross-correlated with the VLA Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-Centimeters survey (FIRST) to identify extended radio sources within 1 of the cluster centers. Out of the ten targeted sources, six are FR II sources, one is an FR I source, and three sources have undetermined morphologies. Eight radio sources have associated Spitzer data, 75% presenting infrared counterparts. A majority of these counterparts are consistent with being massive galaxies. The angular extent of the FR sources exhibits a strong correlation with the cluster-centric radius, which warrants further investigation with a larger sample.
1. INTRODUCTION Two major modes of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) feedback have been identified and differentiated by the energy outflow near the black hole: 'quasar-mode' and 'radio-mode' (see Fabian 2012 for a review). During quasar-mode feedback (also known as radiative or wind mode) the AGN is radiatively efficient and its outflows can expel interstellar gas from the host galaxy, slowing the infall of matter into both the galaxy and the central Supermassive Black Holes (SMBH, Kauffmann & Haehnelt 2000; Granato et al. 2004; Di Matteo et al. 2005; Hopkins & Elvis 2010) . On the other hand, during radio-mode feedback (also known as kinetic, radiojet, or maintenance mode) the AGN is radiatively inefficient and is capable of driving powerful, kpc-scale jets. Despite this prevailing nomenclature, there also exists a substantial population of radio-loud quasars, accounting for 10-15% of the luminous quasar population, where the central engine is both radiatively efficient and driving a powerful, kpc-scale jet (e.g., Stern et al. 2000) .
Radio AGN and dense environments seem to be connected in a myriad of ways. During radio-mode feedback, the radio jets of AGN can have a significant influence on their surrounding medium and environment, such as in galaxy clusters. The epoch 1 < z < 2 is an important epoch for large-scale structure formation during which clusters are assembling rapidly and the intracluster medium (ICM) is forming. Recent observations indicate that AGN play a crucial role in regulating the cooling of the ICM even up to z ∼ 1 (McDonald et al. 2013; Hlavacek-Larrondo et al. 2015) . The hot, X-ray emitting ICM in the central region of massive galaxy clusters often has a radiative cooling time shorter than the Hubble time. In the absence of any heating, the ICM should therefore have had time to cool, condense, and produce large flows of cooling material. However, X-ray observations with Chandra and XMM-Newton have shown that there is considerably less cooling material than predicted by standard cooling-flow models (e.g., Böhringer et al. 2001; Tamura et al. 2001; Peterson et al. 2001 Peterson et al. , 2003 Peterson & Fabian 2006; McNamara & Nulsen 2007) . This discrepancy between the cooling-flow models and the observations is traditionally known as the "cooling flow problem."
The leading mechanism proposed to rectify this discrepancy is feedback from the central AGN associated with the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG). The AGN can inflate low density X-ray cavities via radio-emitting jets. These jets are thought to limit central star formation and prevent the hot X-ray gas from cooling by transferring mechanical energy to the ICM through shock and sound waves (Fabian et al. 2000; Bîrzan et al. 2004; Dunn & Fabian 2006; Croton et al. 2006; Fabian et al. 2006; Sanders & Fabian 2008; Bîrzan et al. 2008; Dong et al. 2010; Cavagnolo et al. 2010; O'Sullivan et al. 2011 ) producing the observed "entropy floor" of ∼ 10 keV cm 2 in clusters (e.g., Fabian 2012; McNamara & Nulsen 2012) .
The connection between radio-emitting AGN and their environments is showcased in other ways beyond the observed interaction between radio jets and the ICM in cooling core clusters. The association of radio galaxies with galaxy clusters dates back to the 1950's, and Minkowski (1960) established a redshift record of z=0.46 for 3C 295 that stood for 15 years. More recently, there have been successful searches for rich, high redshift (z 1) clusters, cluster candidates, and protoclusters using radio-AGN such as the Clusters Around Radio-Loud AGN program (CARLA, Wylezalek et al. 2013 Wylezalek et al. , 2014 Noirot et al. 2016 Noirot et al. , 2018 , the Clusters Occupied by Bent Radio AGN (COBRA, Paterno-Mahler et al. 2017), and Castignani et al. (2014) and Rigby et al. (2014) which use high-redshift radio galaxies.
One way to further probe the role of radio-mode AGN in the cluster environment is investigating the morphology of extended radio emission from AGN in galaxy clusters. Double-lobed radio sources are a prevalent radio morphology and are divided into two morphological classes: Fanaroff and Riley (FR) classes I and II (Fanaroff & Riley 1974) . FR I sources are 'edge-darkened' in appearance in that the emission is brighter near the radio core and becomes fainter radially outward. FR II sources are 'edge-brightened' in appearance in that the well-separated lobes end in distinctive areas of brightest emission (i.e. "hotspots"). Besides the morphological distinctions, there is a separation in radio power between the two classes that occurs at P 1.4 ∼ 10 25 W Hz −1 , where P 1.4 is the radio luminosity at rest-frame 1.4 GHz. FR II sources are generally above this threshold and FR I sources are generally below this threshold (Fanaroff & Riley 1974; Ledlow & Owen 1996) , though this division is not absolute.
The radio morphology of a source has been shown to be an effective probe of its environment. For example, studies showed that FR I sources reside in richer environments than FR II sources (Longair & Seldner 1979; Prestage & Peacock 1988; Ledlow & Owen 1996; Miller et al. 1999; Wing & Blanton 2011; Gendre et al. 2013) . Additionally, the environments of FR II sources are richer at higher redshift than at lower redshift (Best 2000) , whereas the environments of FR I sources do not seem to change with cosmic epoch as they remain dense and constant with time (Hill & Lilly 1991; Zirbel 1997; Stocke et al. 1999; Fujita et al. 2016) . Lastly, bent-tail radio sources have been used to calculate the density of the surrounding medium (Freeland et al. 2008; Freeland & Wilcots 2011) . These relationships between radio galaxy morphology and their environment demonstrate how the morphology of a radio source can be used as a probe to understand the evolution of and interaction between radio galaxies and their environment.
In this paper, we conduct a pilot study of a sample of extended radio sources associated with clusters from the Massive and Distant Clusters of WISE Survey (MaDCoWS, Stanford et al. 2014; Brodwin et al. 2015; Gonzalez et al. 2015 . We morphologically classify extended radio sources in 10 clusters, use these morphologies to place constraints on the physical characteristics of the jets, and investigate the infrared and optical counterparts to the radio sources with the goal to better understand the role of AGN in the cluster environment and the cluster environment as a whole. Throughout this paper, we adopt the flat ΛCDM cosmological model with a Planck Collaboration et al. (2016) cosmology, H 0 = 67.8 km s −1 , Ω m = 0.308, Ω Λ = 0.692, and n s = 0.968. Unless otherwise noted, all magnitudes are on the Vega system.
SAMPLE SELECTION AND OBSERVATIONS
2.1. Sample We construct our sample by cross-correlating two surveys: MaDCoWS and the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-cm (FIRST, Becker et al. 1994 , 1995 Survey. The primary MaDCoWS search covers 17,668 deg 2 of the extragalactic sky at δ > −30
• using a combination of data from the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE : Wright et al. 2010 ) and the Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS: Chambers et al. 2016 ) to detect cluster candidates in the redshift range of 0.8 z 1.4. The cluster center coordinates listed in Table 1 and used in this analysis (referred to as the cluster center) correspond to catalog coordinates from the original WISE -PanSTARRS search as described in Gonzalez et al. (2018) . Mo et al. (in press ) find that 19% of the MaDCoWS clusters within the FIRST footprint have at least one FIRST source coincident with the inner 1 region. From the 1300 highest significance MaDCoWS clusters in the FIRST footprint, we identified a parent sample of 51 clusters with extended radio sources. These clusters satisfy the criteria of having FIRST sources with deconvolved sizes exceeding 6.5 (50 kpc at z 1) within 1 of the cluster center. These were the primary sources targeted for JVLA follow-up observations, the first ten of which were observed in the 2016B observing semester and are presented in this work (see Table 1 and §2.3). In some cases, there were additional FIRST sources within ∼ 1 of the cluster center. We refer to these sources as the secondary sources and discuss them in the Appendix.
Since there are no spectroscopic redshifts available to confirm cluster membership, there is a possibility that the extended sources within 1 of the cluster center are chance superpositions. To determine the probability that these sources are interlopers, we first calculate the field density of extended sources with sizes 6.5 (Σ f ). We then compute the surface density of extended sources within 5 -20 of any of the ∼1300 MaDCoWS clusters that lie in the FIRST footprint (Gonzalez et al. 2018) . We find Σ f = 2.65 ± 0.05×10 −3 arcmin −2 , indicating that we should expect a total of 0.424 ± 0.008 sources (∼ 1%) to be interlopers.
FIRST Data
The FIRST survey covers 10,575 deg 2 of the North and South Galactic Caps. These data were taken using the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (JVLA) in the Bconfiguration in L-band. FIRST has a typical RMS of 0.15 mJy and a resolution of 5 . Table 2 lists relevant properties obtained from the FIRST catalog.
We calculate the radio luminosity of the FIRST sources,
where D L is the luminosity distance at the redshift of the cluster, S 1.4 is the integrated radio flux at 1.4 GHz from FIRST, (1 + z) α−1 includes both the distance dimming and K-correction, and α is the radio spectral index (S ν ∝ ν −α ). Typical values of α for extended radio Note. -The prefix of the cluster name stands for Massive Overdense Object. We note that MOO J0250−0443 and MOO J1412+4749 lack IRAC data for the calculation of a photometric redshift, thus we assume the median redshift of the MaDCoWS survey for these clusters (z = 1.06, Gonzalez et al. 2018 ).
sources range from 0.7 to 0.8 (Kellermann & Owen 1988; Condon 1992; Peterson 1997; Lin & Mohr 2007; Miley & De Breuck 2008; Tiwari 2016 ) and we adopt α=0.8 as in Chiaberge et al. (2009 ), Gralla et al. (2011 ), and Yuan et al. (2016 . We assume the radio source is at the photometric redshift of the cluster (see Table 1 and §2.4). We note that at z = 1, a 1 mJy source corresponds to P 1.4 = 4.7×10 24 W Hz −1 . This limit is barely below the frequently quoted power boundary between the two FR classes (P 1.4 ∼ 10 25 W Hz −1 ; Fanaroff & Riley 1974; Ledlow & Owen 1996) . Thus, any FR I sources we detect will be at the luminous end of the FR I distribution.
JVLA Follow-up Observations and Image
Processing For the 2016B observing semester, we were awarded 15.5 hours of JVLA observations (PI: Gonzalez, 16B-289) to obtain high resolution imaging for a subset of the parent sample of 51 clusters. A total of 10 were observed during this semester (described in Table 1 ) making this a pilot program for our larger ongoing program (2017B, PI: Gonzalez, 17B-197; 2018A, PI: Moravec, 18A-039). The 10 clusters observed during 2016B are representative of the larger sample. The data were taken in L-Band in the A configuration between 2016 October 26 and 2017 January 23. The observations were centered at 1.4 GHz (21cm) with a bandwidth of 600 MHz. Given this configuration and band, the resolution was ∼1.4 using robust weighting and the primary beam was 30 . The correlator was configured with 16 spectral windows, each with 64 channels. Each target was observed twice within a scheduling block for a total of ∼19 minutes on source.
The data were flagged, calibrated, and imaged with the Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) package version 4.7 (McMullin et al. 2007 ). All measurement sets were first processed through the VLA CASA Calibration Pipeline for basic flagging and calibration. We created images of each cluster by applying the TCLEAN algorithm. We cleaned the images to an average depth of ∼30−35 µJy, which was the limit at which all obvious emission from the source was included in the clean boxes. The RMS (µJy/beam) value for each image was determined by the following process. If possible, four rectangular regions that were near the targeted source, but did not encompass the source were drawn in the viewer. These regions were drawn in such a way as to be free of any sources. Then, these individual RMS measurements were averaged together to produce the final RMS which is reported in Table 1 for each image.
A pixel scale of 0.28 , specmode='mfs', and a WEIGHTING = BRIGGS (robust=0.5) were used for all images. Analysis is restricted to the inner 3 of the primary beam. In the cases of MOO J0015+0801, MOO J0121-0145, MOO J0228-0644, and MOO J2247+0507, there were extremely bright sources within the field and a simple clean only partially recovered the source structure because the dirty beam was still prominent in the image. In these cases, we performed several rounds of phase-only self-calibration to increase the S/N ratio (typically by a factor of 3), reduce the prominence of improper cleaning artifacts, and recover more of the source structure.
Spitzer Observations
Eight of the ten clusters were also observed during a Spitzer Cycle 11-12 snapshot program (11080, PI: Gonzalez). Each cluster was observed for a total of ∼180 seconds using a set of 6 × 30s exposures, with a medium scale cycling dither pattern.
The catalogs were generated using a procedure similar to that of Wylezalek et al. (2013) in which the Corrected Basic Calibrated Data (cBCD) was reduced and mosaicked using IRACproc (Schuster et al. 2006) , the MOPEX package (Makovoz & Khan 2005) , and a resampled pixel scale of 0. 6. The MOPEX outlier (e.g., cosmic ray, bad pixel) rejection was optimized for the regions of deepest coverage in the center of the maps corresponding to the position of the MaDCoWS detection. Photometry was performed using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) with an aperture diameter of 4 , corrected to total. The catalogs reach a uniform limit of 10 µJy in [3.6] and [4.5] .
The photometric redshifts are listed in Table 1 and are derived from the [3.6]−[4.5] and Pan-STARRS i−[3.6] colors of galaxies within 1 of the cluster location, which are compared with a Flexible Stellar Population Synthesis (FSPS) model (Conroy et al. 2009; Conroy & Gunn 2010) . Details can be found in Gonzalez et al. (2018) . Two clusters, MOO J0250−0443 and MOO J1412+4846, lack IRAC data; for these two we assume the median Note. -Column 3: The distance of the FIRST source from the cluster center (from FIRST catalog). Column 6: The radio luminosity calculated using Eqn. 1 and the FIRST integrated flux. Column 7: The JVLA follow-up morphology where UD denotes an undetermined morphology. If a pair of FIRST sources was correctly identified as components of a double-lobed source or if a FIRST source resolved into multiple components, we denote the components with (A) and (B). Column 8: The largest angular size (LAS) as defined in §3.1. Column 9: The linear size is the LAS converted to kpc assuming the radio source is at the redshift of the cluster. Note. -Magnitudes are aperture magnitudes corrected to total magnitudes. We note that MOO J0121−0145 is not an FR source. The uncertainty in the stellar mass does not include systematic uncertainty related to the choice of IMF, which is about 20%. The values in this table are based on the assumptions that the counterpart is at the photometric redshift of the cluster and that AGN emission is sub-dominant to the galaxy emission at infrared wavelengths.
photometric redshift of the MaDCoWS survey (z = 1.06, Gonzalez et al. 2018 ).
ANALYSIS & RESULTS
3.1. Radio Morphology With the ∼1.4 resolution of the JVLA Aconfiguration at 1.4 GHz, we were able to visually determine the radio morphologies of most of the sources in our sample, which are shown in Figures 1 and 2 . We visually classified the sources as either FR I, FR II, undetermined (UD) for a source with an extended morphology that is too ambiguous to categorize, or unresolved (UR) for pointlike sources. For the sources where we differed in our classifications, we discussed and agreed on a classification. In Table 2 , we report the morphologies of the primary FIRST sources. If a pair of FIRST sources were correctly identified as components of a double-lobed source, we denote the components with (A) and (B). We detect six FR II sources and one FR I source. Four clusters (MOO J0015+0801, MOO J0228−0644, MOO J0250−0443, and MOO J2247+0507) had one extended FIRST source that resolved into a double-lobed source. Three of these sources are FR IIs and one is an FR I. Three clusters (MOO J1358+2158, MOO J1435+4759, and MOO J1731+5857) had two discrete FIRST sources within 1 that were confirmed to be the constituent lobes of an FR II source.
The radio source in MOO J1358+2158 is a canonical example of a galaxy with extended radio jets (see Fig.  2 ) that have complex structures like clumps or knots.
It is the only source that has a detected core. MOO J1435+4759 is the only FR radio source that has no detectable emission connecting the two lobes. Lower frequency data is needed in order to determine if the central engine has shut off or if there is emission connecting the two lobes. The three remaining sources have more complex morphologies (see Fig. 1 ). In MOO J0300+0124, the FIRST source resolves into several extended sources. The eastern source could be a double-lobed source that is either viewed from an almost edge-on angle or it is a young FR I source. The western source is clearly extended towards the west. The morphological classification for either of these sources is not obvious. In the case of MOO J0121−0145, the targeted FIRST source resolved into multiple compact sources, but the signal to noise is not sufficient to confidently determine the morphology. Thus we label it UD for undetermined and do not measure a size for these objects.
In the case of MOO J1412+4846, the targeted FIRST source resolved into a compact structure with an undetermined morphology. We calculate the size of the main component.
We note that it is possible that sources not identified as FR I or FR II could have larger scale structure that is resolved out (e.g. MOO J0121−0145 & MOO J1412+4846). Additionally, the targeted sources and secondary sources in these clusters could both be components of a common, larger scale source evidenced by the relatively close proximity of the primary and secondary sources (i.e. ∼ within 1 ) and lack of optical and infrared counterparts. But we need lower frequency or lower resolution data to conclusively determine their morphology and connection.
Counterpart Analysis
We overlay JVLA contours on the Spitzer images for the eight clusters that have Spitzer data and find that six of the double-lobed sources have infrared counterparts (see Figure 3 and Table 3 ). We note that confirmation of cluster membership will require follow-up spectroscopy.
Under the assumptions that (1) these counterparts are clusters members and (2) the emission of the AGN is sub-dominant to that of the galaxy at these mid-infrared wavelengths, we can use IRAC photometry to estimate stellar masses. We convert [4.5] to a stellar mass using EzGal (Mancone & Gonzalez 2012) . We use an FSPS model (Conroy et al. 2009 ) with a simple stellar population, a formation redshift z f = 3, a supersolar metalliticity Z = 0.03, the cluster photometric redshift, and a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF). The stellar mass changes by ±20% for 2 ≤ z f ≤ 5. There is no central counterpart for MOO J0121−0145 or MOO J2247+0507, so we adopt a 3σ (6 µJy) limit to obtain upper limits on their stellar masses. We report the stellar masses in Table 3 .
We find that the stellar masses of the infrared counterparts are typically M * ≥ 10 11 M , while the two nondetections are constrained to have M * 2×10 10 M . The majority of the counterparts appear to be fairly massive galaxies which is consistent with the expectation that extended radio lobes are predominantly hosted by massive galaxies (e.g., Seymour et al. 2007) . These masses are similar to the ∼10 11 M masses found for BCGs at this redshift (Stott et al. 2010; Lidman et al. 2012; Bellstedt et al. 2016) . The counterpart in MOO J0015+0801 is the most massive and centralized counterpart of the sample, and as such it is the most plausible candidate to be a BCG.
For those that have infrared counterparts, we calculate the observed-frame [3.6] − [4.5] and i − [3.6] colors (see Table 3 ), using i -band data from Pan-STARRS. In the cases of non-detections in Pan-STARRS, we assume that the counterpart has an i -band magnitude fainter than the limiting magnitude i = 23.1 (AB) (Chambers et al. 2016) and place a lower limit on the i −[3.6] color.
We compare the observed colors to stellar population models for passively evolving galaxies with the same parameters described above for Figure 4 . The faintness of the optical counterparts is consistent with being at the cluster redshift. We find that the colors of the counterparts are generally consistent with the galaxy population expected in clusters at this redshift for this evolutionary model. Only one galaxy, MOO J0300+0124, has a redder i −[3.6] color (topmost point in Fig. 4 ) than expected for a passive cluster member.
Extent of Radio Sources
The extent of the radio sources can be used as a diagnostic of the local environment. The largest angular size (LAS) is defined as the length of a straight line between the most distant points belonging to the same radio source. To determine the LAS, we measure the largest (projected) angular extent of the source contained within the lowest reliable contour. For most cases in this study the lowest reliable contour was 4σ, but for a few cases (MOO J0121−0145, MOO J0228−0644, and MOO J2247+2247) due to residual artifacts from the cleaning process, the lowest reliable contour was 8σ. These LAS measurements are given in Table 2 . We convert the LAS into a largest linear (projected) size (LLS) using a scale factor that assumes the radio source is at the cluster redshift.
We investigate the relationship between the LAS and the distance from the cluster center for the FR II sources in Section 4 where the distance of the source from the cluster center is defined as the angular distance between the center of the contours and the cluster center. We have two measurements of the cluster center which were deter- mined by the density of the WISE and Spitzer sources (see Gonzalez et al. 2018) . The distance of the radio source from the center of the cluster plotted in Figure  5 is the average of the distance of the source from the WISE and Spitzer centers. The error bars were calculated by taking the difference between the two distances and dividing by two. An average error is assumed for MOO J0228−0644 and MOO J0250−0443 as MOO J0228−0644 does not have Spitzer data and MOO J0250−0443 does not have a robust Spitzer center. We note that these results are insensitive to precise contour -The relationship of largest angular size (arcseconds) versus the average distance from the cluster center. The distance is the average distance in arcseconds of the radio source to the cluster center using the WISE and Spitzer centers (see §3.1). The top axis is the distance from the cluster in arcseconds converted to kpc assuming z = 1. FR II sources are marked by filled circles and the FR I source is denoted by an open circle. An average distance error is assumed for MOO J0228−0644 and MOO J0250−0443 as MOO J0228−0644 does not have Spitzer data and MOO J0250−0443 does not have a robust Spitzer center. This average error is depicted by a dashed error bar in both panels. Top: The size of the marker corresponds to the radio power listed in Table 2 . Bottom: The largest angular size is normalized to a fiducial power of 2.0×10 26 W Hz −1 and the relation becomes visibly tighter. A best fit (Eqn. 5) is shown with a black dashed line. All points have error bars, but in some cases the error bars are small enough that they are covered by the point itself. The tightness of the observed correlation in these plots is striking.
measurements. If we use a constant surface brightness (derived from the noisiest image, MOO J2247+0507) at scales resolved by the JVLA instead of the standard n * σ approach to measure the LAS, the values generally change by less than 10%.
DISCUSSION
We observe a strong correlation between LAS and cluster-centric radius ( Figure 5) . We begin by considering the physics driving the jet sizes. If one assumes constant power, rest-mass transport along the jet, and that the density profile of the surrounding medium is centered upon the AGN, then the functional form of the characteristic length for a self-similar FR II jet (Falle 1991 ) is expected to be
where c is a dimensionless constant, P is the power of the jet, and t is the age of the source. The density of the local surrounding medium, ρ, is generally taken to have a profile of the form ρ = ρ 0 r −α where α is the radial density index and r is the distance from the source.
While the above model is appropriate for AGN hosted by individual galaxies, if the host galaxy is in a galaxy cluster the form of the above model is only valid if the source of the jet is at the center of the gravitational potential well. If the radio source is instead not at the very center of the cluster, we can then proceed by making the simplifying assumption that there is not a strong density gradient for the local density profile (i.e. on the scales probed by the jet) centered on the radio source (α 0 and ρ becomes ρ 0 ). However, ρ 0 will vary from source to source according to the distance from the cluster center (R).
In this case, Equation 2 becomes,
We note that while the density profile in Eqn. 2 was centered on the AGN, the density profile in Eqn. 3, represented by ρ 0 (R) with R being the distance from the cluster center. The size of the jet is thus dependent upon three physical quantities: the power of the jet, the age of the jet, and the local density of the ICM. While we have no direct measurements of the age or local ICM density, we can normalize the jet sizes to a fiducial power. In the top panel of Figure 5 , we show the LAS versus clustercentric radius relation. In the bottom panel of Figure 5 , we show the same relation with the LAS now normalized to a power of P 0 = 2×10 26 W Hz −1 using the P 1.4 from Table 2 such that
The Spearman rank coefficient between the LAS and cluster-centric radius before the power correction is r s = 0.96. After the power correction, the relation between the points gives r s = 1.0. We derive a best fit assuming for the two points without Spitzer data that the positional uncertainties are consistent with the average values for the other data points (±2.1 ). In this case, we find
where L norm is the power normalized LAS and R is the cluster-centric radius. The scatter about this best fit relation is σ log(LAS|R) = 0.047 or 11%. While physically one would expect that at larger cluster-centric radii jets should reach larger maximum sizes due to reduced pressure confinement (i.e. decreasing ρ 0 ), the tightness of this relation is striking -particularly given the assorted factors one would expect to add scatter to the observed relation. Consider first simple geometric projection effects. We observe the projected cluster-centric radius and LAS rather than the true physical distance and jet size. In each case, this reliance upon projected quantities must increase the observational scatter. To illustrate the impact of this purely geometric effect, we simulate sources uniformly distributed on a spherical surface at a fixed physical radius and calculate the expected distribution of observed projected radii. The median projected radius is 87% of the true physical radius, with a 1σ interval spanning 0.55 − 0.99. Thus, we expect an ∼ 22% scatter (σ geo ) in the observed relation simply due to use of projected cluster-centric radii rather than true physical separations.
A similar level of scatter should arise from the angle of the jet relative to the sky, with the caveat that our selection of objects with large angular size will induce some bias towards identification of FR sources oriented near the plane of the sky. While we identify FR sources oriented in the plane of the sky (since we are identifying sources by their large angular extent), nothing about our selection process induces a bias in the projected versus true physical separation from the cluster center.
In addition to projection, there are physical factors that will impact the true length of the jet such as age and the density profile of the ICM. Given that the jet age should be uncorrelated with cluster-centric radius, a range of jet ages will increase the observed scattera factor of two age difference corresponds to a factor of 1.5 change in size. The tightness of the relation requires that either all observed jets are nearly the same age, or that the time dependence is weaker than expected from the fiducial model. While the minimum size requirement does imply some bias against very young jets and jet lifetimes set an upper limit on jet length, this still leaves a relatively wide range of observable ages, and it remains implausible that all jets in this sample are the same age.
Similarly, the size of the jet depends upon the density profile of the ICM. The presence of a tight relation with cluster-centric radius thus implies that for the clusters in our sample the ICM profiles must be similar in shape and normalization. With a larger sample it may be possible to use the distribution of jet sizes to constrain the distribution of ICM profiles. Conversely, with the addition of X-ray data the only free parameters would be jet age and system geometry.
While it is premature to draw any concrete conclusions about this tight relation due to the limited sample size, we note that this relation is much tighter (σ LAS|D = 11%) than what is expected from geometric considerations alone (σ geo ∼ 22%). Considering the additional physical factors that should add even more scatter, this relation is surprisingly tight. Bird et al. (2008) demonstrate that for a given power and age, the probability distribution function of the expected size of an FR II source of a particular age, power, and external density is strongly peaked (see their Fig. 4 ). This peak of the PDF provides theoretical support for the observed relation between size and cluster-centric radius being driven by the density of the surrounding medium.
SUMMARY
We present the first results from our program to investigate a sample of extended radio sources associated with z ∼ 1 galaxy clusters. We have used the JVLA to obtain morphologies for the first 10 sources in our sample, combining this with Spitzer data for eight to investigate the stellar counterparts. Our findings are the following:
• Morphologies: For this initial sample, we find that 70% of the target radio sources exhibit a doublelobed morphology. Six of these are FR II sources and one is an FR I. The remaining three sources all resolved into multiple components, but we were unable to determine whether these were lobes or multiple radio sources.
• Counterparts: Out of the eight clusters with Spitzer data, 75% have infrared counterparts brighter than our detection threshold, which corresponds to M ∼ 2 × 10 10 M . Including non-detections, the median stellar mass is M ∼ 1.8 × 10
11 M , indicating that the typical host is a massive galaxy.
• LAS scales with distance: We observe a strong correlation between the largest angular extent and the distance from the cluster center. After normalizing to a fiducial jet power, we find a scatter of only 11% about the best fit power law relation. This level of scatter is lower than the scatter expected from purely geometric considerations, before considering the impact of variations in both jet age between radio sources and variation in ICM density profiles between clusters.
The observations and analysis presented in this work are for the first 10 clusters observed with the JVLA as part of our larger, ongoing investigation of a sample of extended radio sources associated with 51 galaxy clusters at z ∼ 1. This is the first survey of extended radio sources in massive clusters at this redshift, and provides a unique opportunity to study the interaction between radio sources and their environment. With the larger sample we will be able to more robustly investigate the relationship between LAS scale and cluster-centric radius and the associated scatter, including full modelling of all expected sources of scatter and bias. This larger sample is also expected to yield a subset of bent tail radio sources that can be used to provide additional constraints on the surrounding ICM. Lastly, we plan to incorporate VLASS data into our analysis when the science quality data becomes available (Lacey et al. in prep) . E.M. would like to thank those at the NRAO workshops and helpdesk for invaluable help with imaging. E.M. would like to thank the anonymous referee for their helpful and insightful comments. E.M. would like to additionally thank Shuo Kong and Peter Barnes for guidance in the imaging process and Heinz Andernach for an enlightening discussion. Note. -Column 3: The distance of the FIRST source from the cluster center (from FIRST catalog). Column 6: The radio luminosity calculated using Eqn. 1 and the FIRST integrated flux. Column 7: The JVLA follow-up morphology where UD denotes an undetermined morphology.
This publication made use of Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) package (McMullin et al. 2007 ). This publication made use of Astropy, a community-developed core Python package for Astronomy (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013) and APLpy, an open-source plotting package for Python (Robitaille & Bressert 2012) .
This publication makes use of data products from NRAO's Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA). The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is a facility of the National Science Foundation operated under cooperative agreement by Associated Universities, Inc. Additionally, this publication makes use of data products from the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer, a joint project of the University of California, Los Angeles, and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory/California Institute of Technology, funded by NASA. This work is also based in part on observations made with the Spitzer Space Telescope, which is operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology under a contract with NASA.
APPENDIX

SECONDARY SOURCES
MOO J0015+0801 has a second FIRST source in addition to the double-lobed source (see Fig. 6 and Table 4 ). The morphology of this source is interesting as the southern portion resembles an FR I bent-tail source, whereas the northern portion of this source is less elongated than simply extended, with only a small indication of bending and does not fit into an obvious morphological classification. If assumed to be a bent-tail source, it has an opening angle of ∼115
• and is thus classified as a Wide Angle Tail (WAT) source. The opening angle was calculated using the distances from the extent of the 4σ contour along the jet-axis to the core and applying spherical geometry. An infrared counterpart is detected in the Spitzer image.
In the case of MOO J0121−0145 (Fig. 6) , the targeted FIRST source is unresolved in the JVLA data. There are characteristic artifacts from wide-field wide-band imaging in the JVLA image, but this was not the primary source of interest. An infrared counterpart is not detected in the Spitzer image.
In the case of MOO J1412+4846 (Fig. 6) , the signal to noise is not sufficient to confidently determine the morphology of the targeted FIRST source. Thus we label it UD in Table 4 . For each cluster, the top image is the FIRST radio source, the middle image is the JVLA source, and the bottom image is the Spitzer 4.5µm image. North is up and East to the left. The contours levels increase by powers of two starting at 8σ. For MOO J0015+0801 the contours are smoothed. The synthesized beam size is shown in the lower right hand corner.
